Congratulations to all of our 2011 CEE Undergraduate Award Winners

Arnold B. Goldstein/SEA Endowed Scholarship: Jennifer Kulakowski

ASCE Student Chapter Advisor’s Award: Jack Nguyen

ASCE Student Chapter Advisor’s Award: Quincy Pratt

ASCE Student Chapter Advisor’s Award: Michael Andryuk

ASCE Student Chapter President’s Award: Travis Mitchell

ASCE Student Chapter President’s Award: Andrew Baummer

Bert Berger/BSCE Endowed Scholarship: Sarah Keenan

BSCES Desmond Fitzgerald Award: Alexander Fagnand

BSCES Howe-Walker Award: Stefanie Beaver

BSCES Howe-Walker Award: Ryan White

Chan Lin Endowed Scholarship: Jennifer Kulakowski

Chi Epsilon Early Contributor Award: Maarten Eenkema van Dijk

Chi Epsilon Outstanding Middler Award: Kelsey Dunn

Civil Engineering Department Award: Stefanie Beaver

Civil Engineering Department Award: Joseph Cappelino

Civil Engineering Department Award: Daniel Sullivan

Civil Engineering Department Award: David Ng

Civil Engineering Top Academic Senior Award: Ezra Jampole

Compass Award: Jennifer Mitchell

Construction Management Association of America: Kevin Duffy

Construction Management Association of America: Gunes Pekmezci
Emil Gramstorff Award: Abraham Finkelstein
Ernest L. Spencer Award: Gary O’Connell
Francis Keville Memorial Scholarship: Jennifer Kulakowski
Francis Keville Memorial Scholarship: Matthew Walsh
Joseph C. Lawler Award: Keith Hall
Joseph C. Lawler Award: Brian Franklin
Leo F. Peters Scholarship in Civil Engineering: Ryan White
Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. Edward B. Wenners Award: Shannon Brown
Colonel and Mrs. Edward B. Wenners Award: Kelsey Dunn
Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. Edward B. Wenners Award: Ann Polaneczky
Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. Edward B. Wenners Award: Matthew Walsh
Natgun Award: Kevin Levesque
Natgun Award: David Teague
National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship: Dana Peck
NUCEAO Award: Peter Ellison
NUCEAO Award: Matthew Starkey
NUCEAO Award: Paul Yingling
NUCEAO Award: Alexander Fagnand
RC3 Award: Gregory Sands
Roger & Rochelle Dolan Scholarship: Kevin Levesque
Roger & Rochelle Dolan Scholarship: Andrew Baummer
Sabestino Volpe Award: Ryan Snow
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger Scholarship: Jennifer Mitchell
Steve Daigle Award: Daniel Merrow
The 1948 Civil Engineering Alumni Scholarship: Evan Borseti
The 1948 Civil Engineering Alumni Scholarship: **Steven Taylor**

The 1948 Civil Engineering Alumni Scholarship: **James MacLeod**

The Arnold E. Schaier Scholarship: **Sarah Casey**

The Arnold E. Schaier Scholarship: **Gabriel Woolf-Sullivan**

The Arnold E. Schaier Scholarship: **Sean McIntyre**

The Kenneth M. and Judith E. Leet Civil Engineering Scholarship: **Darren McGinley**

Top 100 Most Influential Seniors at Northeastern: **Andrew Baummer**

Top 100 Most Influential Seniors at Northeastern: **Ann Polaneczky**

Top 100 Most Influential Seniors at Northeastern: **Dana Peck**